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Summary

• Since 2010, Kiwa has issued permits in the transport sector on behalf of the Dutch Minister of 
Infrastructure and Water Management
o To this end, license holders are issued more than 100,000 (paper) license certificates and (plastic) smart 

cards

• From the end of 2021, Kiwa will also issue electronic permits, so-called ‘e-licenses’, in addition to paper 
and plastic permits
o More effective enforcement, better security of personal data and greater practicality are the main reasons 

for the use of e-licenses
o E-licenses are expected to eventually replace conventional license certificates
o Kiwa’s e-licensing services complies with relevant industry standard ISO/IEC 18013-5

• When issuing and using e-licenses, information security is paramount for succes
o License certificates often contain special personal data and sometimes data of a medical nature
o Kiwa’s e-licensing platform complies with applicable legislation and standards for the storage and exchange 

of such special personal data (eIDAS Level High/L4)

• The e-license platform is open for use by both organisations operating on behalf of the government 
and private sector parties
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Agenda

1. E-licensing services

2. Information security: levels of 
reliability

3. About Kiwa Register
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1
E-licensing services



The production of an electronic license is one of the steps in the 
issuing of value documents (e.g., permits)
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The functionality of Kiwa’s e-license service is based on 
the needs of stakeholders
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Why switch to e-licensing?
E-licensing is not only about ‘digitizing’ paper and plastic, but also leads to better security, more 
effective enforcement and greater practicality
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Category Advantage

Security and
reliability

More certainty about the authenticity of the license (less risk of forgery)

More certainty that the permit actually belongs to the person (less risk of identity fraud)

If desired: storage of historical e-license transactions (e.g., as proof of compliance)

More effective
enforcement

Real time online verification of 1) e-license authenticity and 2) validity status qualifications

Offline verification (based on o.b.v. last known situation)

Real-time revocation or suspension of e-license: immediately visible in the e-license, anywhere in the world

If desired: retrospect verification of historical e-license transactions

Practicality

The applicant can dispose of the e-license as soon as the license is granted

No new physical license needs to be issued after renewals, changes and additions

Immediate re-issue of e-license in case of lost or stolen smartphone (containing e-license)

Single sign-on for multiple e-licenses and certificates

Public relations Meeting users’ expectations when it comes to applying modern techniques and staying up-to-date



E-licensing user roles
(case: civil aviation pilots*)

Inspection
employee

• May declare license suspended or revoked. This is immediately visible in the license, anywhere 
in the world

• Receives an alert if a license is being used unlawfully
• Has a log of all certification checks

KLM
employee

• Has insight into the certificates of KLM pilots (after pilot permission)
• Ensures timely renewal of licenses

Examiner • Can extend license to fly with digital signature (qualified signature)

KLM
pilot

• Carries pilot’s license in smartphone app anytime, any place
• If phone is lost, pilot will have a new license within an hour, wherever she is
• New flight permits are automatically credited digitally
• Personal data, including medical data, is secured at the highest level

Inspector
& enforcer

• Uses smartphone app to check validity of pilot’s license
• Immediately sees if license has been revoked
• No typing or other input necessary, just scanning of the pilot’s QR code



Smartphone app e-license user
(case: simplified representation of the e-license for pilots*)
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* The European Aviation Organisation (EASA) and the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure & Water Management have not yet established a formal basis for the use of an ‘e-license’ in addition to, or instead of, the physical pilot licenses that Kiwa 
currently issues. Kiwa Register develops the e-license services in-house, independently of the aforementioned organisations.
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2
Information security: levels of reliability



Information security

• Europese standards: European regulations distinguish different levels of reliability
• Kiwa supports eIDAS ‘Substantial’ and eIDAS ‘High’ (highest level)

• Customer needs: Clients must determine what level of reliability (Substantial or High) 
is necessary to meet their social and business obligations

• Kiwa Register requirements: To enable a service at eIDAS level ‘High’, the Kiwa 
organisation as well as the e-licensing systems must meet high requirements:

• EU legislation (ETSI standards): Qualified Trust Service Provider (certified annually)
• Dutch legislation (Logius standards): PKIoverheid (certified annually)
• Basic requirements (ISO-standards): ISO 27001 and 9001 (certified annually)
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eIDAS: levels of reliability
Stork 
(QAA)

eIDAS
LoA

Situation Purpose Risk of political or 
image damage

How is it realised?

Level 2 Low • Personal data maximum 
class 1

• Low economic
importance

• Low public importance

Reduce the risk of misuse or 
change of identity

• There are complaints
• Reports appear in the

media

• Identity data is checked in 
key registration

• One factor authentication
suffies

Level 3 Substan-
tial

• Personal data maximum 
class 2, including
criminal data

• Average economic
importance

• Average public 
importance

Reduce the risk of misuse or 
change of identity

• There is an intervention 
from the National 
Ombudsmans

• There are questions in 
Parliament

• Identity data from valid ID 
document is checked in 
key register

• Two factor authentication
required (dynamical)

Level 4 High • Personal data class 3, 
including medical data

• High economic
importance

• High public importance

Prevent the risk of misuse or 
change of identity

• The person who is 
politically responsible gets 
into trouble

• In addition to level 
Substantial: person must 
appear physically at least 
once

• Means of authentication 
(smart phone app) must be 
secured with a PIN
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Source: columns ‘Situation’, ‘Risk... Damage’ and How is it realized?’: Reliability levels for digital services, a guide for government organizations, Version 4, Standardisation Forum 
(Logius/Dutch Ministry of the Interior), November 2016; Source column Purpose’: art. 8 paragraph 2 Regulation (EU) No. 910/2014.
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3
About Kiwa Register



Kiwa Register is part of Kiwa NV, a multinational company 
that was founded in 1948

With an annual turnover of 560 
million euros, Kiwa NV is one of the 
top 20 companies in the world in the 
field of testing, inspections and 
certifications.

Compliance & Trust Data security

4,500
FTE

worldwide
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Kiwa Register is supervised by the government, public 
organisations and independent auditors



For more information on Kiwa’s e-license services check:
https://www.kiwa.com/nl/en/products/kiwa-elicense-simple-reliable-and-secure/

Kiwa Register contact:

Paul Ras, account manager
E paul.ras@kiwa.nl
M +31 6 29 06 34 42
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More information

https://www.kiwa.com/nl/en/products/kiwa-elicense-simple-reliable-and-secure/
mailto:paul.ras@kiwa.nl
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